Abstract: Over decades, cities have undergone rapid urbanization and uncontrolled urban growth. The need for future cities to operate as adaptable complex systems has generated an interest in the self-organizing resilient city. The main aim of the study is to find ways of conceptualizing self-organizing the resilient city as an emerging field of research for urban design and architectural theory. Based on these assumptions, an integrated relationship between architecture and urban design are seen as potential catalysts for absorbing the uncertainty and disturbances of urban growth and preparing the structure, function, and identity of a city as a self-organizing system that can continuously and freely adapt to changes. The paper seeks to determine the role of architecture in urban design as a main key for facilitating a self-organizing system. A systematic theoretical research method was used to describe resilience theory and self-organizing systems within an adaptive cycle and hierarchical thinking across scales. The study then sought to identify the earliest point that architectural theory conceptualized future cities from the perspective of self-organizing systems. The Metabolism movement was chosen to provide a basis for the discussion of the study. Cities as self-organizing systems need to be considered through cross-scale interactions. For a self-organizing resilient city, the inter-reliance between architecture and urban design drive the main inputs to the system.
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1. Introduction

In the 1970s, the terms “self-organizing” and “resilience” were first used in ecology to explain the adaptive capacity of species in ecosystems [1-3]. Resilience is defined as the adaptability and capacity of a system to cope with external stresses in case of a disturbance. The domain of resilience theory elevates the idea of assessing a self-organizing attitude to change. Self-organization is a mechanism of progressive adaption to a certain change. In fact, it is a process contained by cross-scale interactions that enable the system to self-organize [4]. In ecology, a self-organizing resilient ecosystem recognizes non-generic knowledge as an adaptable response to the process of transformation. Anticipating a change upon adaptation is crucial, while learning from the disturbance accomplishes the ability of bouncing-back for the reorganization of the system [5]. The resilience concept significantly unifies the following features [1,6,7]:

(i) If a system still remains the same after a shock of change;
(ii) If a system builds to the extent that the system has the ability to self-organize;
(iii) If a system has the ability to learn and facilitate adaptation.
The integrated form of the terms self-organizing and resilience has become a key concept in urban studies when cities have been described as the best outcome of a socio-ecological system [8].

Table 1 summarizes the theoretical frameworks underpinning resilience and self-organizing in urban studies. According to Walker et al., cities should be endorsed with resilience thinking by considering urban transformation [2]. They also explained that cities are part of socio-ecological systems, which also demonstrate essential domains to self-organize upon urban transformation by considering the resilience of adaptive capacity. Batty and Marshall viewed the resilience of cities within the context of inter-reliant and diverse dynamics at subsystems level. They stressed that a city is the whole of its subsystems, which could indicate resilience at the internal structure of the system. Moreover, they signified that indicating cities in resilience thinking is dependent on the existence and continuity of multiple-stability states across diverse variables [9]. Ernstson et al. examined resilience thinking for transforming urban areas. According to them, the transforming urban areas could process adaptation by considering the potential of innovative environments (technological development). In the context of self-organizing, technological innovations are seen as essential for urban resilience [10]. Hodson and Marvin focused on the importance and the role of the transitions at local scales, which provide the potential to define the cause/s stressing the system stability. Local scale and elaboration of transition at this scale are seen as essential for urban resilience [11].

Table 1. Theoretical frameworks linking resilience and self-organizing systems with urban studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theorists and Researches</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walker et.al [2]</td>
<td>n A city as a part of socio-ecological systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n Demonstrate essential domains to self-organize themselves upon urban transformation by considering resilience of adaptive capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batty and Marshall [9]</td>
<td>n A city is the whole of its subsystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n Cities within the opportunities of inter-reliant and diverse dynamics at subsystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n Indicating cities in resilience thinking is dependent on the existence and continuity of multiple-stability states across diverse variables at subsystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernstson et al. [10]</td>
<td>n The resilience thinking for transforming urban areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n Urban systems at transforming urban areas could process adaptation by considering potentiality of innovative environment (technological development)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hodson and Marvin [11]</td>
<td>n Local scale and elaboration of transition at this scale is seen essential for urban resilience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n A need to determine the importance and the role of the transitions at local scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n Local scales provide potentiality to define the cause/s stressing the system stability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over the years, cities have been heavily exposed to rapid urban development [12,13]. However, they have limited capacity to reorganize their built environment according to the requirements that evolve from rapid urbanization and transformation. A city as a self-organizing system should await future alerts, uncertain events and the potential for change. The key aspect of a self-organizing resilient city concept requires developing applicable design approaches in city planning that could formulate an organizational (cyclical) adaptation towards developing the contemporary city. The dynamics of successful adaptation of a city into a self-organizing resilient system yield an important avenue for present and future city planning and architecture research, especially when architects began to seek alternative architectural and urban forms that would offer resilience and reorganization. However, many of the studies reinforce resilience theory by tracing back in other disciplines, where the significance of the self-organizing notion and the role of architecture together with urban design and planning are mainly unnoticed [14]. The problem was not the concept of the resilience notion, or the self-organizing system, but the conceptual translation of these as one approach into the architecture and urban design, in which architecture is considered as a complementary scale.
To conceptualize cities as self-organizing resilient systems, they need to be considered at various scales, and the interaction between these scales must be identified. This study seeks to determine the role and importance of architecture as a complementary scale to be considered for facilitating a self-organizing system, which in this case is the city. The purpose of the paper is to conceptualize a self-organizing resilient city by considering architecture as a fundamental component of scale that could anticipate adaptability at smaller scales and result in the reorganization of the system toward urban growth. The aim of the study is to understand the interdependent interactions across scales for self-organizing resilient systems and to elaborate the role and importance of architecture as the small-scale component of the system as a whole. In order to achieve this aim, the following research questions helped to form the aim and objective of the study:

1. What is self-organization and how was this mechanism defined within resilience theory?
2. What are the domains of self-organizing systems that indicate resilience?
3. What kind of tools can be used to determine the relations’ across-scales in a self-organizing system?
4. How was the self-organizing resilient system at the city scale understood within the intersection of architecture and urban design?
5. What is the relationship between architecture and urban design that would help to conceptualize a self-organizing resilient city approach?

In this study, systematic theoretical research was carried out on the research focus. As the first step of the method, the paper discusses resilience theory in order to construct a basis for a theoretical framework. Second, a theoretical framework that relates the resilience and self-organizing system together at the city scale is developed by considering the intersection between architecture and urban design. The former, which is referred to as the small scale, and the latter referred to as the larger scale of the city, is developed upon an adaptive cycle approach. The intervention of the adaptive cycle approach as a tool that allows for an examination of these existing and emerging relations across scales that are essential to facilitate a long-run self-organizing resilient system. In order to trace the concept of self-organizing resilient cities, the Metabolist movement was seen as the initial creation of self-organizing and resilience thinking at the city scale by considering the architecture and urban design intersection within a metabolic adaptive cycle model [2]. Based on the findings of systematic theoretical survey, the study develops a framework on interdependent relations between architecture and urban design to self-organization of cities (Figure 1).
2. Methodology

The definition of resilience theory and its connection to self-organizing systems provide a framework for conceptualizing cities themselves as self-organizing systems. The cross-scale interactions between architecture and urban design are seen as essential for building a self-organizing system that proposes cyclical adaptation as a response to urban growth. For urban design practitioners, planners, architects, and other related disciplines, the concept of self-organizing resilient cities could provide new ways, perspectives, and influences to understand the built environment as an adaptive system within urban growth and transformation.

2.1. Methods and Research Design

2.1.1. Theoretical Research

The notion of self-organization and resilience as one integrated concept is primarily very abstract and descriptive. Unwittingly, most resilience studies are not mutually exclusive. The pathway of the terms resilience and self-organizing predicted by each proposition refers to different meanings in different disciplines (Figure 2). Therefore, it is not very clear how to generate an architectural and urban design approach in relation to resilience and self-organizing thinking at the city scale.
The first step is to define the domains of self-organizing resilient cities that addresses adaptive cycle and its hierarchical thinking principle. The next step is to determine the role and significance of architecture throughout the research focus. This was undertaken by systematic theoretical research. To ensure the quality of the theoretical research, the literature review includes several research works, books, published articles, and conference papers.

A systematic (grounded) methodology with explanatory research was carried out in the research design of the study [16–20]. Three types of theoretical research techniques made it possible to assemble the research design and gather the essential data. As a first step, the descriptive theory research method was applied to describe the particular characteristics of resilience theory and self-organizing systems [21]. The key words used to explore the literature included resilience and self-organizing [22]. So as to aid in the conceptualization of self-organizing resilience cities by considering architecture as the complementary scale, we intentionally considered a survey of past practices in architecture. The survey is conducted with the key words included resilience, cities as self-organizing systems, adaptive cycle, architecture, urban design, and future cities. A survey of architecture movements revealed that the Metabolist movement that spanned the 1950s, 60s, and 70s revealed a connection between their outputs and the notion of the self-organizing resilient city concept, which emphasized the interaction between architecture and urban design in an adaptive cycle model [9]. As third step, explanatory theory was generated based on a qualitative correlation between the Metabolists’s self-organizing resilient city conceptions for modern day practice [20]. A qualitative correlation acts as a bridge to determine the importance of architecture as an essential scale that could lead the urban space to become an adaptive system accommodating urban growth [23]. This allowed for reinforcing architecture, the most important scale of cross-scale interactions to be considered from the point of view creating an adaptive genetic, which was then linked to the self-organization of the system whole. Furthermore, it opens up a new perspective on thinking cities as a self-organizing system, which is a process-oriented product formed through cross-scale interactions. The research phases are as follows in Figure 3.

Figure 2. The pathway of the terms resilience and self-organizing in different disciplines [15].

The study focuses to conceptualize a self-organizing resilient city by considering the interdependent interactions across scales, which are architecture and urban design. It aims to indicate architecture as the fundamental scale that could anticipate adaptability for self-organization toward urban growth. The first step is to define the domains of self-organizing resilient cities that addresses adaptive cycle and its hierarchical thinking principle. The next step is to determine the role and significance of architecture throughout the research focus. This was undertaken by systematic theoretical research. To ensure the quality of the theoretical research, the literature review includes several research works, books, published articles, and conference papers.
2.1.2. Reading from Past Visions

In this research, reading from past visions as a method is included in order to generate a historical relation with the concepts that are discussed [24,25]. Furthermore, it can provide a complementary basis for exploring the inter-reliant link between architecture and urban design in the conceptual generalization of a self-organizing approach to cities. The Metabolism movement aimed to conceptualize future cities in the framework of self-organizing systems based on design-driven built environments that could adaptively respond to the changing (future) needs of urban growth.

The future city proposals and projects of the Metabolism movement remained as conceptual, with many unbuilt projects. Therefore, theoretical reading of the Metabolism movement is drawn from academic publications, books, magazines, brochures, online databases, and theses. In the context of the research focus, the literature review pursued answers to the followed questions:

1. How were the terms “self-organizing” and “resilience” indicated in the metaphoric adaptive cycle model of Metabolism?
2. What principles of hierarchical thinking to be used in urban design were promoted to build cities freely in order to adapt to urban growth?
3. How was the built environment architecturally decoded to allow an entire adaptation to change?
4. What were the design-driven schemes pursued to enable the urban artifacts (buildings) able to avoid the loss of resilience when necessary?

3. Domains of a Self-Organizing Resilient System

3.1. Adaptive Cycle

The adaptive cycle explains the adaptive capacity that is drawn from the cross-scale interactions of a complex system [26,27]. The adaptive cycle in complex systems embodies cross-scale relationships, where the system explores long-run stability by creating options for innovation towards transformation in shorter times [5]. The adaptive cycle presents four distinct phases to define conditions of system dynamics in the case of a sudden disturbance or risk [28]. These phases are growth or exploitation (r), conservation (K), collapse or release (Ω), and reorganization (α) (Figure 4).

(i) Growth or exploitation (r) is the process of rapidly initiating the exploitation of resources through expanding new opportunities for the collapsed old systems. The (r) phase is a transitory phase of the systems after collapse. Thus, the system does not emphasize high stability. However, the system structure becomes more diverse due to accumulation, while more new connections between networks are accomplished.
(ii) Conservation (K) is the phase where the system becomes mature. Therefore, the system is slowly growing, and all entities are entered in the system. Thus, the system starts the maintenance process of the existing mature structure. The networks in the system are progressively connected. Thus, the system is in the locked-on condition and does not build a novel structure. It demonstrates less flexibility, more vulnerability, and more stability.

(iii) Collapse or release (Ω) is the phase where the external environment poses high stress on the system structure, function, and identity, and it forces the system to collapse. Here, the connectivity between the system elements is highly weak, and the accumulation of stored resources is mainly released. Therefore, the system enters into the phase of creative destruction within a short period of time. Thus, revolution could drastically occur in the system.

(iv) Reorganization (α) is the phase after the system collapses due to the perturbation. The system state enters into a new stability state through the reorganization (beginning) process.

In the adaptive cycle model, the metaphor of transformation is presented as fore-loop and back-loop. The fore-loop, as the first, is the phase from r to K and represents the progressive growth in the system. The system is slow at the phase of fore-loop. The second, back-loop, is the phase from Ω to α, and it represents the system renewal. The system is in rapid reorganization for renewal that provides the adaptive capacity for the system resilience [28]. The system in α phase for renewal indicates (a) to move the thresholds away, (b) to keep the system away from the thresholds, or (c) to drive thresholds more difficult to achieve regime shifts by running cross-scale interactions between system components [5].

Since cities are constantly in the process of transformation, cities as self-organizing resilient systems need to be able to afford a cyclical adaptation to change, and the urban artifacts must be able to avoid the loss of resilience when necessary. Through the discussion of a constant change and adaptive capacity, the issue is whether the city and its artifacts can be drawn into an adaptive cycle model or whether any of these principles can be related to architecture and urban design. At the core of this approach is the city seen as a self-organizing system within the process of urban growth. In addition to this, a self-organizing city is one that ensures a socio-cultural, economic, and physical environment for organizational change and adaptation. The key aspect in forming a city within an organizational adaptation is to offer the notion of flexibility in city design and architecture.

3.2. Hierarchical Thinking in the Adaptive Cycle

A system is composed of individual parts that are independent but function mutually for the system whole. Therefore, every individual part in a system accomplishes progressive cross-scales or hierarchical interactions with each other as a network or chain [29]. In an adaptive cycle model, the interactions across scales are defined into two situations (the system regime) as revolt and remember to ascertain the
metaphor of transformation between fore-loop and back-loop. In the adaptive cycle, the forces “revolt” and “remember” perform at different levels within the system at the times of change, and the system always needs to stabilize revolt and remember forces. The first, revolt, is the situation at the smaller and faster events that devastate the slower and larger ones. In a system, the small parts are very fast and lead a progressive development or organizational change for larger parts of the system. Generally, the smaller and faster parts function to start incrementally on the other parts of a particular system. Notably, the smaller parts that obtain encouraging feedback from the change start to interact with larger parts to generate the system resilience. This process is mainly influenced by the revolt force, and the system is innovative and positive to test and experience new ways to allow change. The revolt indicates an internal organization both in smaller and larger parts and also enables the system to investigate long-term resilience. When a system is in revolt, the smaller parts create new opportunities to increase the system capability for adaptation. The second, remember, is the situation at larger and slow events that establish a conservative force when a system cannot overwhelm the change and uncertainties are established. In the case of remember, the system accomplishes a critical consideration to the change. A system under the influence of remember is functionally and structurally in a well-conserved situation, and it might not allow the system to accumulate a new stability and certainty [30]. When a new stability is rejected and new capabilities to accumulate resilience are not formed, the system is at risk of deterioration in the current organization. Significantly, the remember force includes a collected memory of successful tests and experiments of the past. The smaller parts progressively inform the accumulated memory of the system with the help of the remember force. Therefore, the revolt and remember relations in a system are essential to achieve a resilient development (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Revolt and remember cross-scale interactions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scale / size / speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>properties</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cities fundamentally grow from the bottom up through an organizational order between interconnected parts [31]. They accomplish a large-scale complex artifact. The integrity of the bottom-up is not controlling or stopping the growth toward uncertainty of change but predicting the behavior of development or transformation by focusing on smaller scales. The bottom-up thinking infers a number of urban processes. However, self-organizing conceptions up until now would seem to suggest a comprehensive urban development is dependent upon top-down planning. The top-down planning vision had limited benefits and did not allow for engaging with processes at smaller scales. The parts of a city must be seen in the role that operates organizational structuring processes for a self-sufficient whole [31]. A self-sufficient city reveals the ability for persistency in its function/identity/structure through fast changes of urban growth. In order to attain persistency, the processes infer the interdependent scale-relations. That means the city, as a self-sufficient organism, is not scale-free. It is in the high level of multilevel hierarchical interactions, with a high degree of connective interplay between scales of parts. That implies holistic system thinking utilized the two-way interactional connectivity between different spatio-temporal scales-from bottom-up and top-down [32]. Into this, observations at small-scale indicate essential opportunities to explore cross-scale interactions. The observation at smaller scales is important to understand the processes operated at a larger scale. Likewise, it is important to identify how the large scales communicate with smaller scales. In the sequence of these two-way interactions, the smaller scales of parts are in the role of determining the data about the generated processes for self-sufficiency or the shift from a persistent to non-persistent
structure. Hence, the abrupt changes at smaller scales ensue frequently in a short time period, due to the fast variables being more dominant than the slow variables in the system structure. That means that change is faster at smaller scales than larger scales. Therefore, change appears slower over a long time period. In the structure of a city, top-down planning control emerges when several bottom-up events occur to drive essential dynamics to organize the system for shorter periods [33]. Thus, at a large scale, disturbance is the result of the cascading phenomenon of the fast changes (non-persistence structuring processes) in smaller scales [34]. Therefore, small-scale observations are crucial to explore urban growth dynamics.

4. Metabolic Adaptive Cycle

The Cold War was an important era for Japan. The impact of the Cold War seriously affected the lives of the Japanese society [35]. During the 1950s and 1960s, the Japanese urban system drastically changed. The technology and the economy developed rapidly, and several environmental crises such as the impact of urban transformation emerged [36,37]. The main struggle was to find new ways of re-building their lives from an environment of catastrophe. The built environment was seen as a major motivation to (re)-construct their cities as a reflection of the atom age [38,39]. Architecture was one of the major components in the implementation of a new life and environment for Japanese society. The principle of architecture was defined as a social mission and a public realm [40]. Therefore, in 1960, an architectural manifesto named Metabolism 1960: The Proposals for New Urbanism was introduced by a group of significant designers and architects at the World Design Conference in Tokyo [41]. They progressed with the vision of manipulating the mass destruction of the urban environment as a motivation to (re)-think and (re)-design the future cities toward “resolving the problem of the maladjusted man” [12,42]. The main concern was to (re)-build the future cities of Japan as a social revolt (Gardner, 2011). A complete transformation for society was acquired, and the city was determined as an environmental device of a social system that has the entire capability for adaptation to change [39].

Cities grow, and while they grow, they change and adapt themselves. In the social-metabolism concept that Burgess developed for cities; the process of growth and transformation were determined as normal, and continuous periods of development [43]. Influenced by the Burgess social metabolism concept, Metabolism promoters refused to model the city as a perfect stable image. Their schemes promoted the city as a self-organizing system, which allows for coping with change but also continuously transforming itself into a cyclical adaptation according to the changing needs of society [35,44,45]. According to the Metabolists, the city should be able to repair itself and disclose an organizational adaptive ability to address the unpredictable changes in conditions of urban catastrophe [46,47].

Cities present a metaphoric process of changeability through growth, release, and reorganization [48–50]. Meanwhile, the land and urban artifacts are constantly in complex but inter-reliant interactions across different scales (streets, districts, neighborhoods, suburbs, and metropolitan regions). For Tange, the urban structure of a city is likened to a network or chain, and its vitality initiates a progressively developing spatial structure. In contrast to “the city in a stability state” ideology of the modernist period, Tange incorporates the concept of multiple stability for cities. A city seen as having multiple stability pursues internal renewal to providing the ability to adapt to urban growth. Each and every component is independent, but they pursue cross-scale interactions with each other. In his plan for Tokyo Bay, an open-city plan was proposed to allow for the multiplicity (multiple-stability) of the urban structure [42]. Into such a notion, two domains were incorporated as shorter cycles and longer cycles [51]. Based on Tange’s standpoint, the shorter cycles are the fast changes appearing at the smaller scales of urban clusters. They are the parts forming the whole. The long cycles are the slow changes structured at larger scales (urban clusters) to be inherent in long-life duration.

In Tange’s studio project at MIT, the growth and change aspects are amalgamated to external growth- internal regeneration affiliation. From internal regeneration to external growth, a specified correlation between urban spaces and architecture is polarized in the idea of large and small scales.
of a city. The studio consulted such a proclamation of the city growth to a process-oriented cyclical adaptation, which envisioned the city as a self-organizing system. However, at the heart of all of his works, the metabolic adaptive cycle approach is present. Nevertheless, into this symbolism, a critical architectural language is determined by Tange for formulating a new relationship between the part and whole. In fact, the architecture was sought as the key component of the system that could designate cyclical adaptation for urban space, which is determined as system revolt.

Two particular quadrants are maintained—for parts, transient elements, and for whole, permanent element [43]. Tange imposed permanent urban clusters as larger scale elements of the system, which is self-organizing by transiently acting on an architectural system at smaller scale. Transient elements are thought of as regenerative magnets asserting flexibility under change and consult a higher level of adaptation. Adaptation provides an allied bond for allowing permanency for urban clusters. While Tange transformed an instrumental architectural language into a symbolic cycle, Kurukawa sought to transform symbolic metaphor to practice by defeating the flexibility of Tange’s architectural language [51]. According to him, establishing individual flexibility into an architectural language enables adaptability and internal regeneration. In addition to Kurukawa’s approach, Kawazoe critics describe the term prototype for sustaining internal regeneration in architectural language. For a systematic integration between architecture and urban clusters, prototype architecture is seen as possible with replaceable individual spaces, such as adding, subtracting, removing, and enlarging [36,52]. In the “Emerging Complexities” essay of Asada (1997), complexity in the self-organizing city was demarcated as a simple system of hierarchical interaction (cross-scale interaction) between the transient and the permanent elements. In detail, the hierarchical inclusion between the parts and the whole narrates the process of adaptability into an inter-reliantly cyclical pathway [38].

4.1. Architecture as a Symbol of Transient Element

In the CIAM 8 agenda of 1955, Kenzo Tange presented the first metabolism project, the Hiroshima Peace Centre and Memorial Park. Behind the proposal the civic core of the city is dramatically allied to the heart of the city [53]. In 1958, under the influence of Kange’s Hiroshima Peace Centre and Memorial Park project, CIAM 9 instigated a biological analogy in architecture through exploring “changeable systems.” A very broad platform is given to Kikutake’s Sky House Project. The project introduced initial hints assessing a biological analogy into an architectural formulation at local scale. The goal of the project evokes domestic architecture as the fastest and smallest form (part), preparing an adequate adaptability source for the city (whole) to self-organize. Kikutage’s Sky House project drastically models the metabolic cycle in his architectural invention by stabilizing changes with the aid of temporary spaces, which were designed around the permanent spaces. In their spatial organization, these spaces are subspaces, such as children’s rooms, kitchen, storage and bathroom. They demonstrate the ability for replacement, removal or addition whenever it is needed. In a broader sense, Kikutage designates architectural ruling as flexible, but an organized order by enlarging or reducing the space. Into this, the change and future needs could be facilitated in architectural space [54]. We describe this as “move-nets,” which are the transient elements assessing the spatial revolt process in the function and form of the house. They are in the form of volumetric clustering, which provide flexibility for interchangeability of space. In this way, they impose a programmatic exchange and a structure that provides a generous adaptability for growth [55]. In other words, they play a significant role on organizing a nested set of relations between building and growth.

At the World Expo in Osaka, 1960, the Takara Beautilion Pavilion encapsulated the metabolist approach. The pavilion invents a potential for horizontal or vertical stainless-steel cores for urban expansions with advancements in high technology. A number of prefabricated removable/attachable capsule units are installed to the pipes, where these units are designed as the cells of a living organism. Since “capsule cells” are capable of being attached or removed, again based on the changing needs of society, the flexible capsule cells structure of the urban pattern through expansion or shrinkage in an organizational form open joints of pipes [56,57]. The prefabricated flexible capsules organize...
internal regeneration in external growth. With the impact of open joints of pipes, the capsule cells at domestic scales prepare higher levels of adaptation. The higher level of adaptation is thought a potential source to set up self-containing growth. This is not only for the physical built environment but also allows metamorphosis at a life/cultural level of society. Indeed, capsules aggregate the system into longer life spans of large-scale construction as urban clusters through growing urbanism and increasing population.

The capsule architecture—as living cells of a living organism—in the Takara Beautilion Pavilion highly influenced Kurokowa’s designs. He explored the capsule spaces in a cyclic development path. The cyclic path vitalizes the city under biodynamic interpretation as a growing, transforming, and dying organism. In the Nagakin Capsule Tower, capsule architecture is established as prototype architecture of metabolic cycling for reorganization. The capsule architecture is seen by Kurokowa as the form with the most architectural potential, which creates opportunities for innovation and change. The capsules are flexible objects formulating a large memory of adaptation to mega-structural urban clusters in phases of urban growth. Thus, capsules provide innovative living units. The Nagakin Capsule Tower is the only realized Metabolist project that, in practice, aimed to qualify the conceptualization of the city as a self-organizing system; an adaptive process to urban growth. Indeed, the Nagakin Capsule Tower is the only applied symbol of Metabolism [58]. The project involves challenges of the metabolic cycle; namely, whether mass production can express a new quality for a self-organizing resilient city [57]. The building asserts diverse experimental connections through internal regeneration of a new lifestyle and architectural identity. As Metabolist design proposes a mega-structural city look reflecting the latest high technology, the tower elucidates organically organizing a structure of modular capsule cells. Each module architecturally demonstrates a “plugged-in” ability rotated at varying angles around the central core [58] (Figure 5). Since one person could live in one capsule cell, the inner spatiality of each space can be interconnected with other capsules. In other words, the combinations of capsules also indicate flexibility to create larger spaces. In this way, each of them utilizes flexible joints elucidating essential adaptability and replacement [49]. Kurokowa used the potential of high technology for attaching the capsules around the core.

Figure 5. Nagakin Capsule Tower by Kurokowa [59].
With a strong linkage to Kikutage’s and Tange’s move-nets and plugged-in capsule cells, Maki investigated the vision of “collective/group form” in order to indicate an architectural organism organizing itself under the condition of growth and change [60]. In fact, Maki links the basis of his vision to the self-organizing mega-form approach of Metabolism. Maki recalled the Metabolism compositional form in order to picture the urbanity through architecture–human experience–context relations [61]. In the essay “Investigation in Collective Forms” by Maki and Otaka (1964), “a group form” notion asserts a fusion of more flexible forms of urban planning [60]. To better accommodate the changing requirements of the contemporary city, Maki and Otaka explore the relationships between the whole and the parts of the system upon enduring a bottom-up approach in architecture and urban planning [62]. The approach signifies asserting permanent space at longer cycles through establishing a collective system of generative elements of architectural space [60]. These generative elements are the innovative transient parts. They function to correlate a contextual adaptable connection at larger scale and also a humanistic experience while the city organically grows [63].

An artificial city of compositional homogenous clusters endorses a hierarchical set of spaces, which are the flexible foils of Metabolism. On the proposed artificial land, the formal organization of public spaces is settled on the ground, while private spaces are settled on top floors. A grouped form of architectural spaces allows any innovation as adding, enlarging, or removing based on the needs of individuals.

4.2. Urban Space as Symbol of Urban Growth

The spatial urban structuring of the Metabolism movement was not about envisioning a novel public transformation system or an urban infrastructure or street network [46]. According to the new urbanism critiques of the Metabolism movement, the use of landscape was seen as a key to provide crucial solutions and strategies to the problems of the growing metropolis. In particular, the design of a dynamic and free environment was seen as a first step toward shaping a relationship between individual urban artifacts (buildings) and spatial urban structure (urban clusters) and to search for the city as continuing processes of self-organization towards transformation [64, 65]. The land sought is entirely important and also limited for urban development. This vision is underpinned by the idea of expanding and regenerating the existing city fabric with the use of potential natural landscape, such as the water and the sky, in addition to the land, whereas the most influential proposals were the floating marine structures, an urban environment of utopia created on the water, which was seen as a key to solve the problems of heavily exposed land by high costs and rapid urbanization. “The Plan for Tokyo Bay” by Kenzo Tange (1961), “Floating City-Kasugimaura” and “Helix City” by Kisho Kurukowa (1961), “Ocean City” by Kiyonori Kikutake (1962), and “Triton City” by Shoji Sadao and Buckminster Fuller (1966), as the first Metabolism’s floating city proposals, showed deep awareness on rediscovering the new megalopolis and its urban quality, form, and image with (1) the artificial floating lands (which support the movement and transportation), (2) the permanent structural trunks (which consist of services, public spaces, pedestrian movement), and (3) transient plug-in structures (which consist of housing) designed by hybrid technologies that allow continuous change and renewal.

In the Tokyo Bay Plan 1960 project, the growth of Tokyo was articulated along with a linear arterial system that the physical and social aspects were hierarchically integrated within the notion of compositional totality [66]. Tange developed the urban methodology as a “master system” instead of a master plan [13, 66]. The systematic approach emphasizes the ordered spaces in the task of hierarchical life cycles and integrated networks of functional connections. The linear artery is the new artificial environment of the master system. Therefore, the linear artery designed in the morphology opens the urban landscape that allows the structural reorganization by resolving the transient and permanent interactions through a series of interlocking modules [46]. Whereas the permanent stability in the totality scheme is constituted on the interactional flow between clustered functions, it creates a high degree of flexibility for the overall structure able to initiate the remember force to a change [67]. The hierarchy for revolt is paradoxically determined as a core system in Tange’s city revolt. The core
system in city planning is not only about capturing the city expansion but is also reorganizing the existing city pattern [65]. The core is the symbol of permanent urban clusters into a compositional totality. Over time, this monumental axis invokes urban structure to meet the flexible architectural spaces. In a broader sense, reforming the natural landscape with a huge open linear axis generates potential solutions for establishing stable and temporary architectural spaces along external growth and internal renewal. Through the concept of expandable urban forms, in the Yamanashi Communication Center project, Tange critically envisioned the city as the process of an organizational form between the permanent urban spaces and flexible transient zones. The permanent urban space was planned through 16 high-tech cylindrical towers that form the circulation system. The biological metaphor of the urban growth was based on the flexible zones that independently allow for permutation and utilization depending on the needs of future development.

At the same time as the Tokyo Bay Plan, Kurokawa moved into explaining his urban and architectural schemes targeting to create a new artificial environment for urban growth and city expansion. Since Kurokawa was one of the significant members of Tange’s design team for the Tokyo bay Plan, he also had a significant role in broadening the Metabolism movement as a universal notion in the theory of architecture and urban design. For years, he made several publications explaining the theory and ideology of the Metabolism movement in international architecture magazines. In his projects Floating City (1961) and Metamorphosis (1965), the notion of freely developing urban fabric and self-contained community resulted in a patchwork-like city design. In the Floating City project, the city expansion was built on the surface of the lake, whereas the structure of the city was planned in a spiral escalator system as a “channel transportation system.” A spiral escalator system contains the vertical transportation between the rooftops and lake transport system, and patchwork form helix prototypes provide continues recreation in the process of growth. The helix prototypes evoke a utopia of resilience by providing a re-creatable architectural genetic as the third order to the urban space.

Upon the influence of the Tokyo Bay Plan, Kikutake developed his own scheme for the principle of city growth. His main aim was to build artificial habitation into the sea for the development of urban communities and future cities. Along this framework, the land–sea high-tech loops relation was installed as the key domain for expansion and growth of the city [68]. In his Ocean city proposal (1963), we see that the future urban community habitation is decentralized off the seashore of Tokyo bay with floating circular islands. The ocean is proposed as a new permanent expansion enclave for a mega-structural renewal. The ocean is not determined only as a potential space to rebuild the city; it is also distinguished as a potential resource in which to live. The city in Ocean demonstrates an entire foundation for city expansion or shrinking with an increasing or decreasing number of the permanent circular floating plans. Kikutake perceives the floating plans as an adaptable form [68,69]. Such adaptable islands of floating plans physically and socially establish a state of balance between continuing processes via smaller fast urban artifacts and larger slower ones, which can adapt themselves to the needs of the future. In fact, the circular islands indicate an urban critique to the uncontrolled land use, and their size symbolically brings a limitation to the land use. While floating circular islands represent an integrated chain of networks (or systems), they can also cope with the increasing population growth because the new town restrains an archipelago-city typology that is able to build a self-contained community. The vision of archipelago-city typology resolves the vertical urban growth on the pre-fixed floating lands along with giant towers. The massive scaled towers define the permanent urban space by containing urban public services as urban blocks, squares, and streets and allow vertical settlement by movable housing capsules, which are the small-fast transient cells that periodically renew themselves with the plug-in ideology at cylinder hubs.

5. Findings and Discussion

The city is represented as a complex system that copes with change by continuously organizing itself. Based on this, the built environment was verified as the main drive, which could include all essential relations and inputs to achieve self-organization. Therefore, the built environment can foster
new opportunities different to the stable city image. This perspective indicated that the components of the built environment are the major determinants for generating multiple-stability states within different dynamics. According to the results derived from the city proposals of Metabolism, the future city was defined in a new urban form of multiple stabilities. Two scales are revealed vital to accurately resolve cross-scale interactions in the system whole—architecture (small scale) and urban design (large scale). The interface between them is responsible for providing a cyclical adaptability (physically, spatially and functionally) to urban growth. This is for exploring emerging, but not existing, relations to interpret a city’s (system’s) future attributes, conditions, and needs based on changing future dynamics (social, economic, environmental). Here, there is a lack of consideration for the existing relations, especially regarding social dimensions. The reason for this failure was not the conceptualization or translation of these phenomena together with an architectural expression in the urban context, but the ignorance of the existing conditions, especially the socio-cultural dimension. The philosophical approach was solely future-oriented. Therefore, the Metabolism movement only remained as a visual design driven phenomenon for its era, although it includes innovative clues for further improvement of the self-organizing resilient city notion, especially in practice.

However, similar to the adaptive cycle of resilience theory, a metabolic adaptive cycle as a tool was created to explain the inter-reliant relation between architecture and urban design. In the context of the metabolic adaptive cycle, the transient was the given state to architecture, permanent to urban design. Based on a relational analysis, the transient (architecture) and the permanent (urban space) metaphorically performed in the same way with the revolt and remember forces of the adaptive cycle. This shows that architecture and urban design can be interfaced to indicate a spatial and functional balance (stability) between reorganization and urban growth.

The study revealed that the transient component, which when considered as architecture, imposes a significant role on accumulating the system from destruction to reorganization, while the permanent one, which is urban space, focuses conservation and urban growth.

The considered architectural proposals of Metabolism showed that the adaptive genetic in the transient component was resolved as the key feature to increase the resilience capacity of the self-organizing city. Adaptive genetic inspiration resolved the prototype architecture as the back loop of the system. In many Metabolism proposals, prototype capsule cells were formed within a modularity or collective-form identity. Hence, they were the connected/collection smaller individuals that provided more opportunities to increase the adaptive capacity for internal reorganization. Moreover, they were declared within three physical features adding, combining, or removing from the modular/collective form as a response to changing needs, conditions, and choices. Every individual was formally and functionally driven to multiple stability states among a higher level of dynamic adaptability to urban growth. Therefore, capsule cells were considered responsible for the invention, experiencing, and testing for revolt. As shown in Figure 6, the modular or collective-group form with an adaptive genetic was considered to organize an (α) internal adaptability for conserving (K) permanent urban space to urban growth (r).

The contribution of capsule cells was not only physical but was also to enhance the adaptation of society toward any type of crisis in their lifestyles. However, there was a lack of exploration of existing needs and desires at a social dimension.

The Metabolism movement contributed to elaborate an integrative metaphoric reasoning between an adaptive transient genetic for architecture and a permanent master system at urban space for the self-organizing resilient city.

The above findings show that the Metabolism movement and the theoretical notion of self-organizing resilient systems survey an internal regeneration to external growth by pursued adaptation across scales. In order to form a grounded basis for the conception of self-organizing resilient cities, a consideration of cross-scale interactions is crucial to achieve adaptation to change. There is a strong and direct relationship between different scales preserving the system stability as a whole. We see that the adaptive cycle as a tool appears as a significant domain to determine these
existing and emerging relations and the dynamics between them. The following table clarifies the approach of the Metabolism movement and resilience theories on rhetorical conceptualization of self-organizing systems that a city can consider when developing an efficient urban plan responding to the connection between architecture to urban design (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divide</th>
<th>Internal Regeneration</th>
<th>External Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Transient elements</td>
<td>Permanent elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small-fast-short time objects</td>
<td>Slow-large-long time objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Architectural objects- individual cells</td>
<td>Urban objects- mega-structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The short life span</td>
<td>Long life span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The parts</td>
<td>The whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prototype modularity</td>
<td>Mega-structure –high technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plug-in capsule/ cellular spaces</td>
<td>Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Homogenous Clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Group form –mixed used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functions</td>
<td>sets the organizational patterns to city persistence- invents, experiments, and tests for reorganization and renewal</td>
<td>accumulates the growth and conservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dwells with individual choices and asserts physical conditions of reorganization</td>
<td>dwells with whole of physical and social reorganization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>provides flexibility in space/form/function-building components in order to reuse them in other configurations again</td>
<td>provides flexibility in Expandability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.** Metaphoric elucidation of the metabolic adaptive cycle.
Table 3. The relationship between the Metabolism movement and self-organizing resilient systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metabolism 1960</th>
<th>Self-Organizing Resilient Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kenzo Tange</td>
<td>Crawford Stanley Holling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiyonori Kikutake</td>
<td>Carl Folke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kisho Kurokawa</td>
<td>Lance H. Gunderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumihiko Maki</td>
<td>Stephen Russell Carpenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masa Otaka and Noboru Kawazoe</td>
<td>Brian Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Craig R. Allen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Perspective**
The city as a self-organizing system that could cope with change. Complex systems as self-organizing systems.

**Aim**
To indicate an adaptive built environment in response to urban growth and change. To assess self-organization feature in system’s behavior by responding to a change.

**Method**
Theoretical
- Architecture and urban design are two interrelated scales that could drive a spatial balance (stability) between reorganization and growth.
- Architecture is the essential component at micro-scale for re-organization of internal structure independent to urban growth.
- Adaptive genetic at architectural scale.
- Transient and permanent components.
- Transient at architectural scale is for indicating an internal organization by experiencing, testing and innovating.
- Permanent at urban scale is for the collected (stable) memory of successful tests and experiments of the past.
- Cross-scale interactions; high-degree of connectivity exists between scales of components.
- Small and fast components as the key for re-organization of internal structure of the system.
- Revolt and remember forces: revolt is for indicating an internal organization by, experiencing, testing and innovating. Remember is for the collected memory of successful tests and experiments of the past.

**Findings**
- Metabolic adaptive cycle
- Provide to explore the emerging (future) relationship between micro-scale/architecture, and macro-scale/urban designs.
- Adaptive cycle
- A cyclical adaptation is crucial for the system resilience.
- Provide to explore the existing (present) and emerging (future) relationships at small components and large components.

6. Conclusions

This research carried out a systematic theoretical survey and studied data to conceptualize self-organizing systems and resilience theory as a single interfaced notion at the city scale. The purpose of this study was to illustrate a theoretical framework for the conceptualization of self-organizing resilient cities by considering architecture as a fundamental scale/component in urban planning, which could anticipate adaptability at smaller scales and could perform a reorganization of the internal structure independent to urban growth. Such an effort was undertaken to elaborate the importance and the role of architecture as a corresponding scale to be considered for facilitating self-organizing resilient cities in urban planning. The research confirmed that the self-organizing of cities is rationally dependent on the resilience (adaptive capacity) of the city (system), which operates cross-scale interactions between different components and their dynamics. The research showed that architecture (as small scale) and urban design (as large scale) drive interdependent interactions to be considered for self-organizing resilient cities. However, adaptive cycle as a tool is essential to explore existing and emerging relations between architecture and urban design. Moreover, architecture is the fundamental scale that could create an adaptive genetic at smaller scales to cope with change and plays an important role for reorganizing of the system toward urban growth.

Contemporary cities have various challenges and opportunities that are completely different from the city dynamics of the past. Therefore, like every other complex system, contemporary cities
demonstrate a high degree of complex phenomena. Planning for self-organizing resilient cities in the context of complexity phenomena can be done through emerging cross-scale planning visions, such as a master system considered through both bottom-up and top-down planning approaches, which is essential to respond to the complex structure of cities. Furthermore, a master system will encourage the internal structure as independent to urban growth and the urban growth independent to the internal structure of the city. Within the master system, architecture should be considered as the essential scale. Hence, architectural interventions appear as the smallest driving forces and have a significant influence on the formation of urban form by transmitting the dynamics of social, economical, environmental, and cultural dimensions at the small scale. Therefore, a master system that considers architecture will also encourage authorizing accurate multiple-stability states at the small scale. In addition, a holistic embodiment between architecture, urban design, urban planning, and other relevant disciplines and dimensions will be unified. Moreover, a causal adaptive cycle tool to determine the existing and emerging relations and conditions between architecture and urban design is necessary to provide appropriate inputs for urban planning in the context of self-organizing resilient systems. Furthermore, implementing adaptive genetic design-driven approaches and proposals at an architectural scale will help to increase the adaptability of the internal structure of the city. When the city generates reorganization, the adaptive genetic at an architectural scale (as the fast and smaller scale) will encourage a creative adaptive force for testing, experimentation, and innovation. However, to support an efficient self-organization, the adaptive genetic within architecture must encourage flexibility for adaptation at an environmental level but also at a social, cultural, and economic context.

In addition to the adaptive genetic aspect that has been recognized, there might be other influences that may be considered for theoretical improvement of self-organizing resilient cities. Future research needs are the translation of the theoretical notion of a self-organizing resilient city and its key parameters to practice by an indicated simulation.
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